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ABSTRACT
The 16 millimeter (mm) Variable-Interval

Sequenced-Action Camera (VINSAC) is designed for inexpensive
photographic recording of effective teacher instruction and use of
instructional materials fcr teacher education and research purposes.
The carrera photographs single frames at preselected time intervals
(.5 second to 20 seconds) which are displayed as sequenced pictures,
and can be synchronized with a sound recording. Advantages stated
are: the cost of raw film is approximately 4% that of standard motion
picture equipment, the camera can operate unattended for over one
*hour, and the materials involve no special laboratory processes.
VINSAC films can be displayed by any 16 mm projector equipped for
single frame display, and synchronization of film with a tape is
achieved with a standard commercial device. Cost of the camera and
lens, timer-ccntroller with disguise box, and display unit is
approximately $365 to $525. (For related information, see EC 052
045.) (MC)
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Variable-Interval Sequenced - Action Camera (VINSAC)

The Variable-Interval Sequenced-Action Camera has been designed for

inexpensive photographic recording of classroom teaching. Particular application

to the filming of effective use of instructional materials in actual classrooms

is planned. The instrumentation proposed is one of a series of technological

innovations contributing to more effective representations of the processes

of teaching for teacher education students and for teacher behavior researchers.

Other devices in this series are the ZAAP (Zone-Automated Audio Pickup) and the

PDS (Professional Decision Simulator). Linked with the ZAAP, the VINSAC is

capable of producing materials for the SOS (Selective Observation Simulator)9

described in Papers of the Institute #37 and #41.

VINSAC produces a aeries of still photographs, spaced at a pre-

selected time interval (from .5 second to 20 seconds). These sequenced

pictures, when displayed in synchronization with a continuous hi3h-quality

sound recording, provide a representation of the classroom activities. Observation

of a sequenced-action film is hypothesized to be of instructional value comparable

to a sound-on-film motion picture. Three advantages clearly favor a VIMAC-ZAAP

production standard sound -on -film production: 1) the raw -film cost with the

VINSAC is approximately 4% or less of the cost of coverage of the same amount

of classroom time with a standard motion-picture camera; 2) the operating VINSAC

equipment can be left unattended for periods in exeess of one hour; 3).the
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duplication of VINSAC-ZAAP materials involve no special laboratory processes- -

only standard two-track tape duplication and standard print duplication of the

film. Synchronization data are permanently on the original tape and all tape

copies. One additional advantage is hypothesized for planned research in the

Institute: since the leading studies of teaching show that teaching is more a

verbally than visually communicated process, a VINSAC-ZAAP production may be a

more meaningful communication of teaching than a sound-on-film motion picture.

This hypothesis assumes that Travers' conclusions about the desirability of

subordinating the less meaning-laden medium validly pertain here.

Description VINSAC is a 16.mm. camera (a standard movie camera of the better

home-movie grade) which is rigged to photograph in single-frames. The mechanism

is hand-wound to provide about seven hundred frames in a sequence, or is

electrified to take about 3,000 frames without any manual operations. The

shutter is actuated by a solenoid. The solenoid controlled by a variable-

frequency electronic timer which can be externally set to provide intervals

as short as .5 second or as long as 20 seconds. This same timing device also

produces the signal which, recordedlon the audio tape, becomes the synchronization

cue for the display VINSAC system. Other VINSAC carvers can be simultaneously

controlled by the one timer unit.

Depending upon the application to be photographed the camera is fitted with

any of a wide assortment'of C-mount lenses. For example, for a typical class-

room-wide view, the camera uses a 12 to 15 nun. (wide-angle lens), one is located

in a wall mounted disguise-box above the blackboard behind the teachers' desk.

Thus the photographs typically show the face-view and desks of all the pupils

except the front row left and right ends. (The disguise-box is approximately

one cubic foot in size).
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The film can be selected for black-and-white or color coverage of the

classroom at very little difference in cost. The better quality lenses

available for this system allow "available light" photography at light levels

typical in the classroom. The higher speed films allow for a greater depth-of-

field and/or operation of the camera at faster shutter speeds (thus making more

crisp photographs).

Display System The VINSAC films can be displayed by any 16 mm. Projector

equipped for single-frame display. SeVeral suitable units are commercially

available. A variety of applications are to be described in other Institute

publications. A major motive of the VINSAC development is the production of

low cost photographic representation of unstaged classroom activities suitable

as the basic content for training simulators. The Selective Observation

Simulator is the first of these and is described in Papers of the Institute #41.

The synchronization of a VINSAC film with a ZAAP tape is controlled by a

standard commercial device which detects the cuing signal from the circuit of

the tape-recorder playback and triggers a frame-advance impulse to the single-

frame 16 mm. projector. All processes associated with the playback and

synchronized VXNSAC display are handled by commercially available equipment.

Costs Preliminary experiments have shown that the low-cost features

anticipated for VINSAC are going to be realized. The filming costs compare to

simple motion-picture production costs in the rates 1 to 25. The adopted

camera and lens costs from $150 to $200 and the timer-controller with disguise-

box costs another $75 to $125. The coomercial units for display of the completed

pictures range from $140 to 200. These costs do not cover display booth,

simulator logic controls and peripheral gear, nor do they reflect recording

and playback synchronize costs.

__Ted_Ward,_As_s_o_ciate Director for Research


